February Winter Carnival Planned

Hear ye, hear ye! CSC is presenting four fun-filled February days, February 2 to February 5, for our first Winter Carnival. This event, sponsored jointly by the Union board social committee and the newly organized Outing club, will provide the entire CSC student body with fun and frolic.

Several unique contests have been contrived for the Carnival. Among them is the Winter Carnival contest, which supports a point system. Points are cumulative by participating in the Carnival contests and events. The group, organization, or individual collecting the highest total of points will be awarded a sizable trophy. As an added bonus, individual prizes will be awarded.

Another contest of the Carnival is the King and Queen contest, as no campus event is quite complete without a king and queen to reign over the festivities. The royalty will be decided by an all-campus ballot. Unpopular or sponsored, the king or queen must run together on the same ballot, as there will be no individual polls.

The Ice Sculpturing contest will add points to the list of the entrants. The "studio" for this work of art will be the front lawn of our campus. Artists and sculpturers will have 200 pounds of free ice to work with. Valuable prizes will be awarded to the group, organization or individual producing the most creative sculpture.

Men, the board contest will provide an apt excuse to refrain from school chores for perhaps six weeks, or even more. It is rumoured that the ARK men are experts in this field. They do, however, welcome all other CSC men to join the contest starting Dec. 26.

Saturday, February 4, will provide an excellent opportunity for indulging in some good competitive fun. All beginners and experts in any and all fields are invited to participate. Prizes and points will be awarded in various contests ranging from snowshoeing to log chopping inclusive. And how about a roaring snowball fight for the finale?

If you're not the competitive type, join the all school ice skating party. This party, complete with refreshments will open door to the four days of fun on Thursday, February 2. Don't miss the skating party, for this is the official introduction of the king and queen of the Winter Carnival.

If you're definitely not the enthusiastic participant or if you are committing, you can still get in on the fun. You can buy a booster button. These colorful advertisements will be sold several days in advance of the Carnival festivities. As only a few buttons remain.

Canadian Players Will Present Two Productions

Once again CSC will be host to the Canadian Players. This year the great theatrical touring group will present "Saint Joan" January 30 and "Julius Caesar" January 31 at 8 p.m. in the CSC auditorium.

Miss Pat Galloway has been selected for the leading role as Joan of Arc in the George Bernard Shaw classic "Saint Joan". This English-Canadian actress will also be seen as Portia in "Julius Caesar".

Claude Berde, who appeared in "Orchard" and "The Taming of the Shrew", will portray the lead in "Julius Caesar". He will be supported by William Needos, and Myrryn Blaue, all of whom will also be remembered for their past performances here. The first French-Canadian actor to tour with the troupe, Louis Turcotte, will be seen as Mark Anthony.

One of the founders of the Canadian Players in 1954, Douglas Campbell, has returned after a two-year absence to direct "Saint Joan" and its companion play "Julius Caesar". "Saint Joan" was the first and founding play presented by the Canadian Players in 1954.

With the return of Mr. Campbell, the company has returned to the basic board style which originally made it famous. Although simplicity reigns in the settings, the company will still be costumed attractively. In "Julius Caesar" the men will wear grey trousers and shirts but will also have a colored classical drapery, designed in the period in which the play takes place. In "Saint Joan", Joan will be seen dressed in slim-jins and a sweater while the men will wear modern grey suits and white shirts.

CSC Frosh Has Poem In Poetry Anthology

In the short time that Doris Breidisch has attended CSC she has already received national recognition for her work in the field of writing. Doris's sonnet "On Contemplation" has been selected, by the board of judges, to be published in the Annual Anthology of College Poetry. Her English teacher, Miss Mary Ann Pretzlyman, aided Doris in selecting this poem to enter in competition.

The Anthology is a compilation of the finest poetry written by the college men and women of America, representing every state in the country. Selections were made from thousands of poems submitted.

Doris is a 1960 graduate of Neenah High school, Neenah, Wisconsin. She is a primary major, and an English minor. Besides teaching, Doris also is thinking seriously of writing as a career. Doris has an excellent start at that field. Selections she wrote while in high school were printed in their publication, "Rocket Echoes".

The Anthology is put out by the National Poetry association.
The C Mogobile - A Success

The turnout of the College students at the Bloodmobile last week was much better than the first visit here last fall. 161 College students went down to the bloodmobile and helped put the Stevens Point drive 84 pints over the goal. The goal set for the entire chapter was 316, and 410 persons gave blood.

The college turnout would have been higher if the bloodmobile would have been more convenient to the college. When the students want to the college station wagons, the average student couldn't have made the trip down, given the busy nature of their schedule. The officials of the local chapter will see their way clear to set up the bloodmobile in the basement of Delzell hall the next time the bloodmobile comes to Stevens Point.

I'm sure that if the bloodmobile is set up in Delzell hall, or perhaps in the building, there would be 400 students who would give blood.

A word of congratulations to Bob Kiefert who worked so hard to get the collection going. Blood donation and Epsilon fraternity should be congratulated for their turn out.

I was given the following message by Bob and I think that it merits publication:

The blood drive this worthy cause by the college station wagons, and the students, make it a memorable success.

ONE OF THE many gimmicks used by the Outing Club to attract new members to their first meeting was this canoe, hanging from the rafters of the main building.
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limited number are being distributed, yours is an exceptional and special souvenir. And what's more important, it will provide a valuable insulation to the Kansasgar. Ah, yes, justice reigns in the Kansasgar. All those who fail to participate in or give support to the Carnival will be tried and convicted for their crime. Only those who have board and/or a booster button, will be temporarily immune to the feared Kansasgar court.

Climaxing the Carnival's activities will be an entertaining program at the Kansasgar. Scheduled for the appearance will be precision dance groups, country and western, and ‘the own Glee club, which will present its annual program. As for the audience, it will be ushered into the Kansasgar court.

Dance, February 3 - John Hacker, Oriental Queen contest - John Hansbeck; First Choice, Jerald Connell; Second Choice, Carl Konklewski; Square Dance and Presentation, Steve Stout, Dave Keller, Jim Harber, Larry Kinskey; Ice Sculpturing - Dick Need, Dick Sells; Cigar center for the Wisperked, Spikey, and others; Johnson; Ice Skating - Max Murphy; Music Hall;

Events: sale of booster buttons - Outing club.

Winter Carnival, February 3, Keith Briscoe has graciously offered his services and is in charge of the Carniva.
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Cover of CSc

By Elmo Osmarck

I've just returned from the Music department's presentation of 'Kismet.' The director has one word for it - magnificent. This Christmas program reaffirmed my belief that the best things in life are free. It truly is. I hope that people who externally and generally criticize our school would be impressed by such presentations.

And since criticism seems to be the order of the day, I'd like to say a few words of support to our students. When one is unable, through circumstances beyond his control, to participate in such events, it is unfair to criticize. This criticism should be constructive and should be urged those who are in a position to correct wrongs.

They say the best things come in small packages. So I hope that the best things in life will come in small packages for you. I'm sure the fellows. As tradition dictats, I wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. Don't forget to hang the mistletoe. Cheers!
"Season's Greetings," greets the Union to all of you and wishes a Merry Christmas to you all.

For the second week of December it became really evident that Christmas was approaching.

Erection of Christmas trees on the three dorms and in different corners of main building, a CSC were nothing but gradual preparation for the big occasion.

Union Board has put up the Christmas decorations on the Cafeteria floor and in the lounge. AIL has furnished those beautiful Christmas trees.

Season opened with a party of Wesley foundation on December 5th.

Music Department presented "The Messiah" in the college auditorium on December 11th. It was a grand success. Mr. Robert Murray conducted. Solo performances by Pusleka Salto, Prisella Lindberg, George Lorenz and Ven del Del showed each artist's fine delivery and control of tone and above all rich voice. Miss Majia Jekabsson was excellent on the organ. Choralists' trip on a one week reserved every wanted an evening program from one or more sororities and fraternities of CSC.

There was Christmas Orange bazaar. Even ISO did not trail behind. They, too, put up a dance party on December 17th.

But the biggest and gayest moment came when on December 17th the social committee of the Union board sponsored a dance on the Union cafeteria floor.

Review of CSC Christmas Time

By Chandra Mukherji

Thoughts of Christmas danced through every sleepy head in the College Union lounge as people napped around the Christmas tree.

STADIUMS

Skiing, Tobogganing

Recently the first organizational meeting of the Skiing club was held. It is being organized on a club and league basis. Several meetings featuring talks on various phases of activities will be held. An open house and a stage, a movie and a ski style show.

To the surprise of the sponsoring committee and the Union board excepting 30 people, more than 100 students and faculty and their wives joined. It is hoped that those people are doing and not just joining.

Some of the plans which are still under consideration include over ten weekends of skiing and free drinking. These include skiing during the week with the use of free equipment and with instruction by some of the pros on campus, including Mr. Ralph Henningsen.

Of a sample 90 members 40 wanted to join the ski club. As far north Wisconsin being among skiers. Because the large response, there are plans now being formulated for such a trip. In the same sampling the interest was as follows: 80 chose skiing as first choice 70, tobogganing 60, ice skating.

Steiner Hall Preparations

For Christmas Season

Inside or, out, the Christmas spirit is well in view at Steiner hall. It's hard to miss the gaily trimmed curtains, the polychromed puissiennet that decorate the windows. Inside, many of the rooms have small Christmas trees and other decorative touches that lend to the spirit of the season. Some of the doors depict brightly wrapped packages while others display Merry Christmas through art as the wreaths, or happy Santa faces.

Isn't there anything else for Steiner hall residents to do but decorate? Oh yes, but there is a method to their madness. For prizes of $1, second; and $2, first; petes; were given in each of the two divisions which are "scenes" and "patterns." Judging was on Tuesday, December 13th.

The tree that greets guests as they enter the lobby was trimmed with ornaments made by the girls.

Article by Dowling

Appears in Magazine

Mr. Fred R. Dowling, associate professor of speech at CSC, has written an article which appeared in the November issue of "Education." The article, "The Teacher and Communication Theory," concerns the problem which a teacher faces in trying to communicate his ideas to his pupils.

In the article, Mr. Dowling discusses the communications process "sender-recipient-message-decoding-receiver." He states that technique itself is not enough and that an understanding of this process is a necessity. He also mentions the importance of feedback from the student to the teacher to clarify the message so that less errors result through the communication process.

"Education" is a monthly publication devoted to the science, art, philosophy, and literature of education.

OUTING CLUB PLANS

Skiing, Tobogganing

January 1st

1. "The Messiah." (Choralists college choir)
2. "The Addicted II." (Study of a Young Narcotic Addict)
3. "The Addicted II." (Addiction's relation to Society)
4. "Poland on a Tightrope I." (Polish-Russian relations)
5. "Poland on a Tightrope II." (Church against State)
7. "Brainwashing.
10. "Unlimited." (Out-of-town trips)

Most of these films are very exciting. They last half an hour with a few lasting fifteen minutes.
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The True Meaning of Christmas

By Jane Burgess

To parents, one of the greatest joys of the Yuletide season is the remembrance of Christmases with their children; especially the happy memories of a child's first Christmas.

When our children became old enough to be aware of the meaning of Christmas, my husband and I wanted them to know the true meaning of this Holy time. With the advent that Christmas is a celebration of the birth of the Christ Child, and that "Santa Claus" is a symbol of the spirit of giving, we made it a point to tell them this.

"My children have suffered the eight days Jewish victory to victory. Finally, ah," as the Rabbi concluded, his children exclaimed, "Now let's light the first candle!" Although this is a joyous, happy holiday, the religious aspects were uppermost in the minds of this Jewish family as they prayerfully lit the first five of the eight candles on their Menorah.

As the Rabbi concluded, his children exclaimed, "Now let's light the first candle!" Although this is a joyous, happy holiday, the religious aspects were uppermost in the minds of this Jewish family as they prayerfully lit the first five of the eight candles on their Menorah.

The Rabbi lighted the candles from the Menorah and the soft lights from the Christmas tree fused together creating a friendly glow in our home and as I watched five happy children sharing the joys of opening their gifts, I hoped that someday there would be this kind of love and trust between all peoples of the world.

Merry Christmas and a happy new year.

John always did take things too seriously... like that habit of locking his Coke up in a safe! Sure everybody likes Coca-Cola... sure there's nothing more welcome than the good taste of Coca-Cola. But really... a safe just for Coke? Incidentally—know the combination, anyone?

Student government presidents meet to discuss problems common to their counterparts, including the Student government and government at Oshkosh. They are: left to right, Manual Salas, representing Oshkosh; Robert M. Kiefer, Stevens Point; Bob Church, Platteville; Bill White, Eau Claire; Bernie Kane, Stout; Charlie Smith, River Falls; Beulah Poulter, Stevens Point, Paul Schultz.

Show above are the members of the Csc debate team. They are: front row: left to right—Jack Bush, Sally Jensen, Jean Spreda, and Tom Bridle. Second row: Charles Fischer, Mr. Fred Dowling, coach; Delyle Bowers, Dave Lundberg, Dave Herreid, and Paul Schultz.

Boy understand human understanding, for the little oil that was expected to keep the Menorah burning for just one day, lasted eight days, until new olive oil could be prepared for the Menorah.

"That is why Jews celebrate the holiday of Hanukkah for eight days, and since it is a holiday for rejoicing and happiness, on each of the eight days Jewish children are given little gifts as a symbol of this happiness. Today is the fifth day of Hanukkah so we will light five candles on our Menorah."

Safe Deposit
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Delzell Oil Company

Distributor of Phillips 66
Phone DI 4-5360

Al's Barber Shop

For fast and friendly service, it's Al's on the Square.

The Coca-Cola Co.
Pointers Demolish
Milton, Northland

In the past week, the Pointer basketball team scored impressive victories over its last two mid-season opponents before swinging into action against UWU in their first conference game.

Saturday, December 10, the Pointers defeated the Milton Wildcats on their home floor by a rousing score of 90-69. The game was highlighted by the outstanding shooting of the CSC team which shot at a deadly rate of 52 per cent for the game.

Leading a balanced scoring attack was Bill Kase who made 13 out of 21 shots and a total of 29 points. The Pointers enjoyed a 45-30 halftime lead and finished strongly to gain the victory.

Sammy Sampson added 19 points followed by John Millsch and Bucky Wickman with 10 each and Tom Gurtler with 9.

The entire team played a fine game with few mistakes and controlled the boards quite effectively, led by this department in Bay, Gurtler, Bill Locke, Don O'Neill and Millschel.

This victory was more impressive since Milton is ranked as one of the top contenders in its conference.

In their last non-conference game, December 23, this time on their own court, the Pointers once again rolled up an impressive record; a 83-64 victory in defeating Neshkoro 92-64.

This game also featured the scoring of new Pointers player with 23 points, followed closely by Bay with 20 points, with Sampson 13, and Wickman 12.

Although leading by only three points, 44-41, and the Pointers being tied shortly after the second half started, the Pointers pulled away and soon commanded a substantial lead. This resulted in all the members seeing action before the game finished.

In addition to scoring well, Kase also did a fine job on the boards as did O'Neill, Locke and Gurtler. By this victory the Pointers beat another team that is top contenders in their own conference and that features one of the outstanding rebounders in the country.

It looks like Coach Quandt might have a championship team in the making.

Sport Snapshot

By Tom Munson

With this issue of the Pointer, a new feature is being added to the sports commentary. There will be a short sports history of each of the members of the Pointer basketball squad, giving their sports background and activities engaged in while at CSC.

Starting off the list is one of the Pointers' outstanding rebounders, Sammy Sampson.

Posessing a deadly jump shot which consistently rings up two pointers, he is one of the impor-

tant elements in Coach Quandt's 1960-61 wrecking crew.

Sammy played his high school ball at Lincoln High School in Wisconsin Rapids and was one of the outstanding players in the Wisconsin Valley conference. In 1957, he came to CSC and promptly gained a berth on the varsity squad. In 1958, he played a key role in the University of Wisconsin but, for various reasons, decided to return to Central State in 1959. Once again a member of the varsity, he also won the distinction of being named to all the conference team as a consistent high scorer. He has tallied over 700 points in his college career and shows no signs of abating in this regard so far this season.

Along with his basketball activities, he is also a member of the B group, and is presently president of Phi Sigma Epsilon fraternity. His plans for the future are uncertain although his academic achievements include a geography major and a phy ed minor.

In concluding, we would like to wish Sammy the best of luck in the future and hope that his extremely high school plans turn out as championship and a berth at Kansas City.

Siasfei News

With the holiday season approaching, Siasfei wishes to extend best wishes for a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to all. Siasfei will continue to publish the faculty and those interested in groups that are frequently referred to as Greek or organizations, particularly those that lack the originality in devising pledge week activities. However, one must remember that initiation is one of the most significant forms of flattery.

Several members of Siasfei are graduating at mid-term and will be going out into the cold world to make their mark. They are Melvin Karg, who plans on working for the Federal government; Larry Neides, who plans on going into the field of sociology; and Wilkie Herbrand, whose plans are not yet undetermined.

Although this time we would also like to congratulate Mr. Keith Briscoe and the Union board for the fine job they have done this semester in the line of promoting extracurricular activities. Those students who do not suite-act this every weekend certainly appreciate their efforts to make CSC a more enjoyable place to attend school.

As has past tradition, Siasfei has placed several members in strategic points about town in order that the organization may have a place to relax. At present the Hot Fish shop and the Kappa Epsilon club are the main focal points for this activity. Nothing like hot toddles for the body.

It looks like two more for the Pointers.
W.A.R. News

Modern Dance presented "The Juggler of Notre Dame" at 4:30 p.m. December 19, during WIRA Christmas cheer which began at 5 p.m. The cheerleaders were cifer and cookies for every- one.

Iris Scheels' team won the volley- ball tournament championship. Following the champion- ship game Iris' team was decret- ed by a "wheat" hard working women's faculty team. At the next meeting Iris' team played the "physics and chemistry ministers.

A volleyball team chosen by the team captains will compete against each other shortly after Christmas vacation. Also there will be a formation of bad- minton teams, Wednesday, Janu- ary 12, at 4:30 p.m. These teams will compete in a tournament and will have an opportu- nity to travel to Oshkosh February 2nd. The basketball teams and cheerleading teams are invited to participate.

WIRA Christmas cheer

The 50th Christmas party is his- torical and with the after effects, the good cheer stirs up as it is diffi- cult to get nostalgic over holidays in sixties. Take, for instance, in the years while we were under the generous patron- age of the great white Father. Whether it was listening to the merry working of those kits in a cow chow line or singing "Jingle Bells" to the tune of a lowering anchor, these days shall never be forgotten. The wonderful food and the prevailing good cheer (after duty hours) really made those past years stand out in our memories. But to you who have this pleasant task yet be- fore you the 500's wish to say - "Happy Christmas and New Year.""
By Joe Miller

STEAK & BOTTLES

The results of the exam were exceedingly poor. Making inquiry, the professor asked "Mr. Jones, why didn't you study for this examination?"

"I was holding hands with Lucy, sir."

"You are suspended for two days.

"You, Mr. Adams, why weren't you prepared for the exam?"

"I was playing post office all last night."

"You are suspended for two days,"

"Why isn't this girl suspended?"

"Thomas - where are you going?"

"Oh, I'll see you next semester."

Special prize on group rides for college students.

---

YESTERDAY'S EDITION

THREE STUDENTS are shown during rehearsal for the reading hour presented recently by the Speech Department. Those shown are, left to right Gary Mantenfel, Sharon Moesch, and Grant Killerman.
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Tomorrow all will be peaceful and quiet here at CSC. Classrooms will stand empty and desolate; the familiar hum of conversation in the Union will be silenced. The echoes of last-minute wishes of “Season’s Greetings” in dorm corridors will have vanished.

That is tomorrow. But today is anything but peaceful and quiet. The last day before Christmas vacation is filled with hectic packing, removing the decorations it took so long to put up, saying goodbye to friends, and, of course, figeting through the last few classes. As sorority sisters make the final preparations for going home, they will probably take time out to recall the many fun-filled activities they have enjoyed during the past few weeks.

Last night Psi Delta Psi played the role of Santa Claus to a nearby Stevens Point family by taking toys, clothing, food, and a Christmas tree to them. After the gifts were distributed, the girls went caroling. The singing ended with a Christmas party at the home of Joyce Theobald and Jane Anderson.

Tau Gamma Beta met for a Christmas party last night at the home of president Linda Kohl.

The Tau Gams announce pledge class award winners. Carolyn Bold received the Jean Malier Award for having the highest scholastic average in the pledge class. As president of the pledges, Mary Cook received a sorority pin which she will wear until the next pledge class is initiated.

The national philanthropic project of Alpha Sigma Alpha again this year is to give aid to the mentally handicapped. Gamma Beta chapter has chosen the Chippewa Falls Northern colony as its recipient. The girls made stuffed toys and scrapbooks and contributed money for the project. The proceeds from one Saturday morning coffee hour was also contributed. Margaret Apple served as chairman.

A bike sale was held Friday, December 16. General chairman was Beulah Poulte. Other chairman were Cheryl Winkler, Mary Apple and Judy Varney.

The Alpha Sigls held their Christmas party Sunday evening, December 18, in the Union lounge. Guests were the advisor and patroness. Chairmen were Cheryl Winkler and Judy Varney, entertainers: Sue Holtan; and Linda Wilson, invitations.

Alpha Sigma Alpha announces the marriage of 1960 graduate Barb Jenkins to Norman H. Schultz. The ceremony took place in Ann Arbor, Michigan, where the couple will make their home for the next two years.

After the regular December 13 meeting, Omega Mu Chi were caroling. Announcement of their plans was made on the radio, and people wishing to hear them were invited to contact them. The Omegs held their annual Christmas bazaar Thursday, December 15, in the home ec parlor. Last night they held a Christmas party at Paul’s. Pizza was the menu; the girls exchanged inexpensive gifts.

Best wishes for a happy holiday season from all the sisters of CSC!

---

Dear A. B.

Do you think two people should kiss the first time they are alone together?

Ams.

Only if they are of the opposite sex.

Confidential to “Athletic Type”:

I think that Ban would suit your need better than Brykream.

Dear A. B.

I am in love with a wonderful girl but she is engaged to X. How can I cancel him out?

Dear Gene:

Ask your math instructor.

Dear A. B.

What can I get my girl for Christmas. She is 26-24-36.

Ams.

Get my booklet “For the Girl Who Has Almost Nothing.”

Dear A. B.

Are only dear hunters allowed at stag parties?

Ams.

No, bear hunters are allowed too.

Dear A. B.

I recently inherited $80,000 from a rich uncle but now I am afraid boys will want me for my money. What can I do?

Ams.

You sound like the intelligent, nice girl I have been waiting for. Please put your address on a $20 bill and send it to me or call DI 4-6879 so we can get together.

---

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

---

THE COLLEGE UNION